Eye Mask

Inflight Eye Mask
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We had served numerous airlines and
transport companies.
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Inflight Eye Mask
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Item #: 440027
polyester
18 x 8 cm
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Item #: 440609
polyester
18.5 x 8.5 cm

Item #: 440611
polyester
19.5 x 9.5 cm
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Item #: 440606
polyester
18.5 x 8.5 cm

Item #: 440610
polyester
18.5 x 8.5 cm

Eye Mask

Inflight Eye Mask
01

SOFT & COMFORTABLE

02

IDEAL TO BLOCK OUT LIGHT

03

ONE SIZE FITS MOST

The front of this eye mask is 100%
Feature natural cotton with quilting design as
shown in the picture. The back side of
eye mask is super soft terry cotton.

The nose pad design can block light
Feature more. It will help you to relax and fall
asleep quickly for a blissful sleep and
wake up refreshed.

Item #: 440078
Material: 100% cotton
Size: 18*9 cm
Headband: adjustable
Apply range: perfect for travel, night sleep, meditation

Thanks to easy-to-adjust elastic straps,
Feature which is fully adjustable to fit your
head. It could be adjust from 20 cm to
35 cm.
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Inflight Eye Mask

Item #: 440086

international high standards

Material: polyester outside, terry cotton inside
Size: 19 cm (L) * 9 cm (W)
Headband: dual elastic straps
Nose pad: yes
Apply range: perfect for travel, night sleep
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Inflight Eye Mask

Item #: 440047
Material: polyester satin
Size: 17.5 cm (L)*8 cm (W)
Headband: one elastic strap
Nose pad: no

Item #: 440098

Item #: 440097
Material: terry cotton outside, polyester inside
Size: 21.5 cm (L) *7 cm (W)
Headband: two elastic straps
Nose pad: yes

Material: polyester taffeta outside ,
terry cotton inside
Size: 18.5 cm (L)*8.5 cm (W)
Headband: dual elastic straps
Nose pad: yes
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Inflight Eye Mask
Item #: 440034

Item #: 440135

Suede leather outside
TC cotton inside
19cm * 9 cm
two elastic straps
with nose pad

100% cotton
(Flame-retardant)
18cm * 8 cm
two elastic straps
with nose pad

Item #: 440016

Item #: 440087

waffle fabric outside
terry cotton inside
18cm * 8.5 cm
two elastic straps
with nose pad

terry cotton outside
polyester inside
18cm * 8.5 cm
two elastic straps
with nose pad

Flameretardant
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Inflight Eye Mask
Material: 100% polyester
Item #: 440062
Size: 19 cm (L) * 9 cm (W)
Headband: dual elastic straps
Nose pad: yes
Apply range: perfect for travel, night sleep
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Gives Your Skin A Chance To
Breath Free

Bamboo Eye Mask

Bamboo pulp

Bamboo yarn
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Raw materials

Bamboo fibre
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Finished product
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natural|green|eco-friendly

Item #: TF050N

Bamboo Eye Mask
Item #: 440118
Material: bamboo fibre
Size: 18 cm (L) * 8.5 cm (W)
Headband: two elastic straps
Nose pad: yes
Apply range: business, travel

Breathable Fabric
At the temperature of 36℃,
relative humidity is 100%,
permeability of bamboo fiber
is 3.5 times stronger than that
of cotton.

Natural Anti-bacteria
Scientists found that bamboo
owns a unique anti -bacteria
and bacteriostatic bio-agent
named "bamboo kun"
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Printing
Options

It is a stencil technique in
which ink is forced through a
mesh, originally of fine silk
but now commercially more
likely to be nylon.

This technology highlights
the logo with elegance: the
logo is embroidered on the
object’s surface.

Transfer printing is a digital
print on a paper label, it is
then specially prepared for
the transfer to be applied at
high temperature on the
object using a hot-press.

Silk Screen

Embroidery

Transfer
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Option A
One elastic strap

Option B
Velcro strap or
One strap with a buckle

Option C
Two elastic straps

Headband
Options

Option D
Two elastic straps with buckles

